### 4-H GENERAL POSTER EXHIBIT SCORECARD

**Name _____________________________**

**Placing __________________**

**Level/Grade/Division/Club _________________________________________**

Judge’s initials: ___________

### CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:

#### EXCELLENT

- Meets General Requirements for Exhibit Type
  - Were minimum number of activities completed in member manual? (County ONLY), if applicable
  - Size (poster 22” x 28”), displayed horizontally
  - Rigid backed, clear plastic covered
  - Identification of 4-H member

#### GOOD

- Descriptive Title

#### NEEDS TO IMPROVE

- Design Components:
  - Lines, shapes, textures, colors, placement, balance

- Educational Value
  - Will the viewer learn something from the exhibit?
  - Is the information accurate and clearly presented?
  - Is the amount of information appropriate?

- Subject Matter:
  - Does the exhibit meet the stated objectives of the unit and activity?
  - Has 4-H member demonstrated mastery of concepts?

### Additional Comments:

---
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